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Candlelight Concerts arrive in Sacramento after
the success in other cities in California
The California State Railroad Museum will host the first concerts in the city,

which will bring from the masterpieces of composers such as Vivaldi, to the best

of Taylor Swift and a special holiday event featuring “The Nutcracker”

October, 2022 - Candlelight Concerts will bring special programs to Sacramento, after

delighting the audience in several cities across the US. In November and December, the

California State Railroad Museum will be illuminated by thousands of candles to allow the

viewer to fully immerse themselves in the music played by local musicians. The different

programs will bring from the masterpieces of greatest composers such as Vivaldi, to the best of

Taylor Swift and a special holiday event featuring “The Nutcracker”.
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Candlelight Concerts are a series of classical music concerts aimed at democratizing access to

classical music by allowing people all over the world to enjoy live music candlelit performances

played by local musicians in various stunning locations. When the concept initially launched in

2019, concerts focussed on the greatest such as Vivaldi, Beethoven, Mozart, Strauss,

Tchaikovsky, Chopin and Schubert. Now, programs include more modern artists such as Taylor

Swift, Queen, ABBA, Coldplay, Ludovico Einaudi, Aretha Franklin, Adele, the Beatles and Ed

Sheeran. There are also programs dedicated to K-Pop, movie soundtracks and many more. This

Fever Original concept, which sold 3M tickets in 2021 alone, managed to bring classical music

to a whole new audience, with 70% of attendees under the age of 40.

Fever, the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, plans to increase reach and

position, more and more, helping the public to discover the best experiences in their city. With

the Candlelight concerts, the company will continue to create events to cultivate the city's

unique venues, celebrating the greatest composers’ and local musicians' talents as contributions

to making culture accessible to people who wouldn’t normally have access to classical music.

Fever constantly strives to inspire its users with innovative experiences, imagining and

producing new ‘Fever Original’ ideas that we know will be of interest to them. Beyond the

Candlelight Concerts, some of these include Stranger Things: The Experience, Van Gogh: The

Immersive Experience and Mad Hatter’s (Gin &) Tea Party. 

Learn more about the Fever experiences’ happening in Sacramento here.

Download pictures about the experience here.

Candlelight: Featuring Vivaldi’s Four Seasons & More

Venue: California State Railroad Museum

Dates and times: November 19 and January 21 at 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. (select during

purchase)

Value: 1 Ticket - from $ 35

Tickets can be purchased at: https://feverup.com/m/118444

Candlelight: A Tribute to Taylor Swift

Venue: California State Railroad Museum

Dates and times: December 16 and January 28 at 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. (select during

purchase)

Value: 1 Ticket - from $ 35

https://candlelightexperience.com/
https://strangerthings-experience.com/
https://vangoghexpo.com/
https://madhatterginteaparty.com/
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ABOUT FEVER

Fever is the leading global live-entertainment discovery platform, helping millions of people every month to
discover the best experiences in their cities, with a mission to democratize access to culture and entertainment
in real life. Through its platform, Fever inspires its community to enjoy unique local experiences and events, from
immersive art exhibitions, interactive theatrical experiences, festivals, classical music concerts to molecular
cocktail pop-ups while empowering creators with data and technology to create and expand experiences across
the world.

Tickets can be purchased at: https://feverup.com/m/118446

Candlelight: Holiday Special featuring “The Nutcracker” and More

Venue: California State Railroad Museum

Dates and times: December 15 and 17 at 7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. (select during purchase)

Value: 1 Ticket - from $ 35

Tickets can be purchased at: https://feverup.com/m/118445
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